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Why are notes from certain modern star runs more difficult to find than one would expect, given 

their published run size in monthly BEP production reports?  Take Series 1999 $5 Kansas City star notes 
for example. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A single standard-sized run comprising 3.2 million notes appeared in the June 2002 production 

report and was designated for note replacement.  While notes from a star run of that designation and size 
are usually relatively plentiful because they are issued in full straps of 100 notes at a time, notes from that 
particular Kansas City run do not seem to be especially abundant. 

Another case of a difficult-to-find star run is Series 2009 $1 Boston star notes from the first run. 
That run, comprising just 640,000 notes, 

appeared in the September 2010 production 
report and was designated for sheet replacement.  
Sheet-replacement star runs are generally tough 
to find to begin with because their production 
size is often one-fifth or one-tenth the size of a 
standard-sized note-replacement star run, and 
notes from such runs are typically found just one 
or two at a time in new straps of 100 regular 
notes.  Even so, notes from that particular 

Boston run seem scarcer than their reported population suggests they should be. 
A myriad of factors can play a role in the overall scarcity of a given star run.  This examination 

considers the starting point for assessing scarcity: the published run size. 

SHEET-REPLACEMENT STARS VS. NOTE-REPLACEMENT STARS 

The BEP produces star notes to replace notes from regular production for a variety of reasons 
such as research, testing, or because of damage during production.  Star notes are produced either for 
replacement of individual sheets or for replacement of entire straps of individual notes.  Sheet-
replacement stars are 16-subject half-sheets that are used to replace a single 16-subject half-sheet prior to 
the sheet being cut into individual notes.  The production size of a sheet-replacement star run is variable, 
but quantities of 10,000 and 20,000 sheets, yielding 320,000 and 640,000 notes, respectively, were the 
most common during the 1991 to 2014 period.  By comparison, note-replacement stars are individual star 
notes banded in straps of 100 that are used to replace a single strap of 100 notes in which damaged or 
defective individual notes have been found prior to being shipped to a Federal Reserve Bank for release 
into circulation.  The standard production size of a note-replacement star run is 100,000 sheets, yielding 
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3.2 million notes, although runs of smaller sizes are produced regularly, particularly for higher 
denominations.  While several references to note-replacement star runs will be made in this article, the 
focus here will be primarily on sheet-replacement star runs. 

STAR NOTE PRODUCTION, 1991 THROUGH 2014 

BEP production reports from 1991 through 2014 reveal that spoilage was greater at the Eastern 
Currency Facility (ECF) in Washington, DC than at the Western Currency Facility (WCF) in Fort Worth, 
as evidenced by the rate of star note production. 

For example, in the production of $1 notes at the ECF from September 1991 through July 2014, 
one standard-sized (100,000-sheet) note-replacement star run was produced for every 84.2 regular runs of 
200,000 sheets.  The comparable figure for the WCF from April 1992 through February 2013 was one 
standard-sized note-replacement star run for every 118.5 regular runs of 200,000 sheets. 

During those same periods, the equivalent of one partial (20,000-sheet) $1 star run designated for 
sheet replacement was produced for every 49.6 regular runs of 200,000 sheets and for every 61.1 regular 
runs of 200,000 sheets at the ECF and WCF, respectively. 

The BEP produces star runs on an as-needed basis, although production reports show that the 
timing of star note production during the 1991 to 2014 period was somewhat more irregular at the WCF 
than at the ECF.  It was more common for the WCF to produce note-replacement star runs in “clumps.”  
That is, there were a number of occasions when two standard-sized note-replacement star runs appeared 
in the same monthly report, and several other times when two or three of those types of star runs appeared 
in reports just two or three months apart, well before the first of those runs would have been exhausted 
and a new run needed. 

By contrast, the production of sheet-replacement star runs was spaced at more regular intervals at 
both production facilities.  Indeed, in analyzing the timing of sheet-replacement star runs in the monthly 
production reports, one finds that their appearance is remarkably predictable.  That predictability makes it 
possible to assess the accuracy of the BEP’s monthly production reports, at least with respect to published 
sizes of sheet-replacement star runs, which in turn provides clues to answer the question posed at the 
beginning of this article. 

SHEET REPLACEMENT RATE 

Although the BEP normally publishes the size of every star run, it does not publish the actual 
number of star sheets or notes that are ultimately used from the run.  But the appearance of sheet-
replacement star runs at regular intervals suggests that a new sheet-replacement star run is produced 
because the previous such run has been or is nearly exhausted.  If true, then it is possible to count the 
number of sheets from the star run as those sheets are used to replace sheets from regular runs.  That 
count in turn makes it possible to estimate the rate of sheet replacement needed for the regular runs. 

In the early 1970s, the BEP implemented its COPE system for overprinting serial numbers on 
currency sheets.  Prior to COPE, serial numbers were applied to full 32-subject sheets before those sheets 
were cut into individual notes.  With COPE, 32-subject sheets without serials are trimmed and cut in half 
lengthwise, creating two unserialed 16-subject sheets.  Those half-sheets are stacked into two piles of 
10,000, and then serial numbers are applied to the half-sheets before being cut into individual notes.  At 
every stage of the printing process, currency sheets are routinely inspected several times to ensure that 
printing requirements are accurate.  Certain sheets in every production run are known internally at the 
BEP as “reader sheets” and are regularly pulled out of production for inspection.  A reader sheet may be 
returned to the stack, or more commonly it will be replaced with a sheet from a previously serialed sheet-
replacement star run.  Reader sheets that are routinely replaced with star sheets include the first two sheets 
from every stack of 10,000 half-sheets (i.e., those whose serials end in 0000 and 9999, often referred to as 
“rollover” sheets by collectors), as well as the second-to-last half-sheets of the completed production run 
(i.e., sheets with serial numbers 00000002, 03200002, 06400002, etc.).  The BEP implemented the 
routine replacement of the 0000/9999 reader sheets in order to reduce the number of defective notes that 
were periodically created at the start of the overprinting of each stack of 10,000 half-sheets.  That routine 
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replacement is the reason that notes whose serials end in 0000 and 9999 are generally not found in 
circulation. [See Fig. 1.] 

Fig. 1 – This strap of 100 
notes (Series 2006 $1 K*1, a note-
replacement star run) shows the routine 
replacement of the last two notes in the 
strap – so-called “rollover” notes with 
serials ending in 9999 and 0000 – by 
two notes from a sheet-replacement star 
run (Series 2006 $1 D*1).  Image 
courtesy of Greg Muselli. 

 
That routine replacement also makes it possible to calculate the remaining number of sheets, or 

excess, from a sheet-replacement star run that are available to replace damaged/defective sheets in the 
regular runs.  Dividing the excess by the number of stacks serialed in between two sheet-replacement star 
runs gives the excess rate of the earlier star run.  That rate can be expressed mathematically as 

Excess Rate = (P – (2*S + R)) ÷ S 

where P is the published run size of the earlier sheet-replacement star run (in 32-subject sheets); S is the 
equivalent number of 32-subject 10,000-sheet stacks serialed in between two sheet-replacement star runs; 
and R is the number of runs of regular blocks and note-replacement star runs serialed in between two 
sheet-replacement star runs. 

As an example, consider Series 2003A $1 New York star run 1 (I’ll use shorthand notation in the 
form B*1 where B is the Federal Reserve Bank, * is the block, and 1 is the process or run number), which 
appeared in the May 2005 BEP production report as a sheet-replacement star run produced at the ECF.  
The published size of that star run was 10,000 sheets.  The next $1 sheet-replacement star run produced at 
the ECF was Series 2003A Atlanta run 2 (F*2) in Nov 2005.  During the period May 2005 through Oct 
2005, the ECF produced 117 runs of regular blocks (200,000 sheets per run), 1 standard-sized run of note-
replacement stars (100,000 sheets) and 1 partial run of note-replacement stars (60,000 sheets).  All of 
those runs combined used 2,356 10,000-sheet stacks.  The routine replacement of the first two sheets from 
every stack of 10,000 means 4,712 star sheets were used to replace sheets whose serials ended in 0000 
and 9999.  An additional 119 star sheets were used to replace each run’s second-to-last sheet.  The 
remaining 5,169 star sheets would have been available to replace damaged/defective sheets in those runs. 

Dividing the excess 5,169 star sheets by the 2,356 stacks yields a figure of 2.19 excess star sheets 
used per stack.  This can be shown using the above mathematical expression with P=10,000, S=2,356 and 
R=119: 

Excess Rate = (10,000 – (2*2,356 + 119)) ÷ 2,356 = 2.19 

So for the period May 2005 through Oct 2005, the combination of the fixed sheet rate of 2 sheets 
per 10,000-sheet stack (i.e., the routine replacement of the first two sheets from each stack) as well as an 
additional fixed sheet rate of 0.05 for the replacement of serial number 2 sheets in 119 runs, plus the 
excess rate of 2.19 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack results in an average sheet replacement rate of 4.24 star 
sheets per 10,000 sheets.  A typical run of 6.4 million regular notes, then, would have contained roughly 
2,714 B*1 notes. 

In the absence of hard data from the BEP to confirm whether 5,169 B*1 sheets were used for 
replacing damaged/defective sheets, there are a couple of mechanisms that can be used to assess whether 
that estimated excess rate of 2.19 is reasonable: 

1) Compare the estimated excess rate with a known excess rate for another sheet-replacement run; 
2) Compare the estimated excess rate with the (likewise unknown) estimated excess rates for lots 

of other sheet-replacement star runs. 
The first mechanism would appear not to be possible given that the BEP does not publish the 

actual number of star sheets that are ultimately used from a given sheet-replacement star run.  However, 
an exception exists.  In late 1996, the BEP revived production of $2 notes when it printed 24 regular runs 
(200,000 sheets each) of Series 1995 $2 Atlanta notes plus two partial note-replacement star runs (F*1b: 
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16,000 sheets and F*2: 20,000 sheets) as well as one small partial sheet-replacement star run (F*1a: 4,000 
sheets).  At the end of production, only 1,761 of the 4,000 sheet-replacement star sheets had been used as 
replacements for that quantity of regular runs.  That precise figure is known because in 2002, the BEP 
made available for public sales the unused portion of the sheet-replacement star run F*1a.  As part of the 
advertising for those sheet sales, the BEP explicitly identified the quantity for sale – 4,478 16-subject 
sheets (the equivalent of 2,239 32-subject sheets) – as the unused portion of the sheet-replacement star 
run.  Thus, the known figure of 1,761 sheets can be used to calculate the known excess rate for Series 
1995 $2 F*1a notes.  That number of replacement sheets used in 24.18 regular runs yields a figure of 1.59 
excess star sheets used per stack, which means the actual sheet replacement rate for Series 1995 $2 notes 
was 3.64 (2 + 0.05 + 1.59) star sheets per 10,000 sheet-stack.  This shows the estimated excess rate for 
Series 2003A $1 B*1 notes to be of similar magnitude as the known excess rate for Series 1995 $2 F*1a 
notes. 

The second mechanism is easily applied once estimated excess rates are calculated for all sheet-
replacement star runs.  Those estimated excess rates are displayed in Table 1 for all sheet-replacement 
star runs produced between September 1991 and September 2014.  It should be noted that across all 
denominations (excluding Series 2009 and Series 2009A $100s), 58% of all excess rates are between 1 
and 4 star sheets per 10,000-sheet stack.  That percentage is even slightly higher (60%) across 
denominations that had (more or less) continual production (i.e., $1, $5, $20).  This suggests that, were 
the exact number of replacement star sheets known, the actual excess rate would likely fall in the 1 to 4 
range most of the time. 

Some uncertainty of the estimated excess rate is due to the coarseness of the reported printing 
date of a star run.  Production reports do not provide sufficient detail to know if the star run was produced 
at the beginning of the month, during the middle of the month, or at the end of the month.  For purposes 
of standardizing calculations, I assumed in every case that the star run was produced at the beginning of 
the month and was therefore available for use in other regular runs produced during that same month.  
This is known to be true in at least once instance.  The BEP monthly production report from February 
2014 included the Series 2009 $1 Dallas sheet-replacement star run (K*1).  Notes from that star run were 
reported in circulation as early as February 20 2014 (a full month before the production report was 
published on March 20!) as replacements in a rollover strap from the F-M block.  Unfortunately the 
specific run in which the K*1 notes were found was not documented.  However, given that the first four 
runs of the F-M block had appeared in the January 2014 monthly production report, one speculates that 
the K*1 star notes were not found in one of those runs since the star notes presumably did not yet exist.  
That leaves the next seven runs of the F-M block, which appeared together with the K*1 notes in the 
February 2014 monthly production report.  Despite this one example, the lack of precise information 
about when during the month a sheet-replacement star run is produced necessarily introduces an 
unknown, but probably small amount of error in the estimated excess rate.  But what factors might 
explain the more extreme outliers, those whose estimated excess rates are significantly farther outside of 
the 1 to 4 range (shaded in Table 1 using orange and red to designate high and extreme excess rates, 
respectively)? 

One factor might be that use of a sheet-replacement star run was delayed for two or three months 
after appearing in the monthly production report.  Such a delay would have a more significant effect on 
the estimated excess rate because the count of regular runs produced between two sheet-replacement star 
runs would be lesser than the actual number of regular runs produced.  Those cases might be identifiable 
if a series of consecutive estimated excess rates alternated between high and low. 

Another factor might be that a higher-than-usual number of sheets from regular runs were 
damaged or defective, causing the supply of sheets from the sheet-replacement star run to be exhausted 
sooner than expected.  Such a situation would necessitate the production of a new sheet-replacement star 
run earlier than usual, which would in turn result in a higher estimated excess rate. 

Still another factor might be that, like Series 1995 $2 F*1a, the published run size was not the 
number of sheets that were actually used from the sheet-replacement star run.  For example, using F*1a’s 
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published run size of 4,000 sheets yields an excess rate of 6.2 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack, which falls 
outside the typical 1 to 4 sheet range and is close to four times higher than the actual excess rate.  

Data from observed notes can help determine if the last factor is likely to be a contributor.  The 
dataset must be sufficiently large, randomly mixed and well distributed throughout its reported 
population.  Under those conditions, if the dataset contains noticeable gaps of missing sheets or if there is 
an absence of notes from one or more quadrants, that may be an indication that portions of the sheet-
replacement star run were discarded before use, which in turn would result in a more extreme estimated 
excess rate. 

And that brings us back to the question posed at the beginning of this article: Why are notes from 
certain modern star runs more difficult to find than one would expect, given their published run size in 
monthly BEP production reports?  With respect to sheet-replacement star runs specifically, upon 
examining the excess rate of the sheet-replacement star run and compiling data from observed notes from 
the run, the basic answer appears in many cases to be that the actual number of sheets used from the star 
run is smaller than the published run size, evidently because the remaining sheets from the star run were 
discarded before use and never entered circulation.  Consequently, fewer notes from the run are available 
to be found than the published run size would indicate. 

ASSESSING SCARCITY OF STAR RUNS 

Collectors frequently use the published run size to gauge relative scarcity of both sheet-
replacement and note-replacement star runs.  However, it turns out that the published run size often is not 
an accurate indicator of the number of notes actually issued from the run and therefore is not always a 
reliable measure to assess the scarcity of a particular star run.  A better assessment of the relative scarcity 
of a star run will take into account the published run size, the run’s excess rate (in the case of sheet-
replacement stars), and additional supporting data from observed notes. 

The accuracy of the relative scarcity of a sheet-replacement star run can begin to be assessed as 
soon as the next sheet-replacement star run is listed in a production report, even before notes from the 
former run have been found and documented.  If an excess rate calculates high, that could signal that there 
was a problem with the run.  In such cases, a focused effort by the collecting community should be 
undertaken to document observed notes from the run when they do appear in circulation as the recorded 
data may reveal discrepancies between the published run size and the actual quantity of sheets used. 

The most extreme cases of inaccurate scarcity assessment involve both sheet-replacement and 
note-replacement star runs that don’t seem to exist or, conversely, that exist but never appeared in 
monthly production reports.  A few star runs apparently were skipped altogether by the BEP given that 
their serial ranges never appeared in the monthly production reports while at least one higher serial range 
from the same block did, and that no examples of notes from those unreported serial ranges are known to 
exist.  A list of those runs is shown in Table 2a.  Conversely, star runs listed in Table 2b have been found 
in circulation but never appeared in monthly production reports.  Lastly, several star runs appeared in the 
monthly production reports and yet are missing from circulation – no examples of notes from those runs 
are known to exist.  A list of those runs is shown in Table 2c.  It is worth noting here that a significant 
proportion of U.S. currency, particularly higher denominations, is shipped for use overseas, which could 
be a reason why one or more missing star runs have not been found in circulation in this country.  Even 
so, the expansion of the internet over the last 20 years has made it more likely that notes shipped overseas 
will eventually find their way onto on-line auction sites and related venues that reach a global audience.  
In this context, the continued absence of these star runs is the basis for assuming today that none of the 
runs in Tables 2a and 2c exist.  Having said this, scans of notes that would document their existence 
would be greatly appreciated. 

While most star runs listed in monthly production reports are known to exist, a surprising number 
of them exhibit discrepancies between their published run size and their apparent actual run size, i.e., the 
actual quantity of sheets used.  Some of these sheet-replacement star runs are examined here in greater 
detail, starting with those produced at the ECF followed by those produced at the WCF. 
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ECF SHEET-REPLACEMENT STAR RUN DISCREPANCIES 

$1 1988A B*3 – B06400001* to B09600000* 
The March 1992 monthly production report listed this run as “40,000 16-Subject Sheets Only.”  

No subsequent production report has specified sheet-replacement star runs in quantities of 16-subject 
sheets, so there has been some uncertainty in how to interpret this particular entry.  A run size of 40,000 
full-size sheets would be unusually high for any sheet-replacement star run during the 1991 to 2014 
period.  Indeed, the excess rate based on a 40,000-sheet run calculates to 14.6 sheets per 10,000-sheet 
stack, which is rather extreme and suggests a problem.  If the run size was actually 20,000 full-size sheets 
(the equivalent of 40,000 16-subject sheets), which was much more typical for the period, the excess rate 
recalculates to 6.3 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack.  That figure, though much better, is still somewhat high, 
so something else might not be quite right.  (See related side article “What Became of Series 1988A $1 
Web Star Notes? A New Explanation.”) 

$1 1988A F*3 – F06400001* to F09600000* 
This is a well-known and well-documented sheet-replacement star run as it was the only star run 

serialed using web-press stock.  For more information about this star run and web notes in general, see 
Bob Kvederas’s book The Standard Handbook of $1 Web-Fed Test Notes – 1988A, 1993, 1995.  The 
published run size of F*3 was 20,000 sheets, and the corresponding excess rate of 6.5 sheets per 10,000-
sheet stack is somewhat high and is indicative of a problem.  The related side article “What Became of 
Series 1988A $1 Web Star Notes? A New Explanation” provides an in-depth look at this one-of-a-kind 
run and attempts to explain its high excess rate. 

$1 1993 B*2 – B03200001* to B06400000* 
$1 1995 A*1a – A00000001* to A03200000* 
$1 1995 F*3a – F09472001* to F09600000* 

The published run sizes of B*2, A*1a and F*3a were 20,000 sheets, 10,000 sheets and 4,000 
sheets, respectively.  While the excess rates of all three are not inordinately high, they are elevated, with 
A*1a being the highest at 6.6 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack.  Not knowing precisely during the month 
when these runs were produced likely contributes in part to the elevated excess rates.  Another 
contributing factor could be the production of web notes during the period in which these sheet-
replacement star runs were used, although the relationship between web notes and non-web sheet-
replacement star notes is unclear. More data is needed from notes in these runs to assess their overall 
elevated excess rates.  

$1 1995 B*1 – B00000001* to B00640000* 
$1 1995 B*3 – B06400001* to B06720000* 
$1 1995 B*6 – B16000001* to B16320000* 
$1 1995 B*7 – B19200001* to B19840000* 

The published run size of B*1 and B*7 was 20,000 sheets while the published run size of B*3 
and B*6 was 10,000 sheets, but there is nothing remarkable about any of their excess rates: 2.6, 1.6, 2.2 
and 2.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack, respectively.  What is notable about B*3, B*6 and B*7 is that no 
notes from any of these serial ranges are known.  In 2008, an analysis of face and back plates of notes 
with serials in the range B00000001* through B00640000* revealed that B*3, B*6 and B*7 were all 
contained within that range.  That is, all three runs were printed and issued but had been incorrectly 
serialed, beginning at B00000001* instead of their published starting serial.  The result was notes with 
serials from B00000001* through B00320000* were printed four times (initially in B*1 and then again in 
B*3, B*6 and B*7), and notes with serials from B00320001* through B00640000* were printed twice 
(initially in B*1 and again in B*7). 
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$1 1995 F*4a – F11136001* to F11520000* 

The published run size of F*4a was 12,000 sheets, and like B*1, B*3, B*6, and B*7, there is 
nothing remarkable about its excess rate of 2.8 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack.  But also like B*3, B*6 and 
B*7, no notes from the published serial range[1] for F*4a are known.  Evidently this run was likewise 
incorrectly serialed, beginning at F09856001* instead of its published starting serial.  The note-
replacement star run F*4b, produced that same month and comprising 48,000 sheets, spanned serial range 
F09600001* through F11136000*.  The overlapping serial ranges of each star run resulted in the 
duplication of serials from F09856001* through F10240000*.  It is unclear how the two runs ended up 
with overlapping serials, although it is curious to note that 35 data points recorded from both runs appear 
to show a gap in the serials of note-replacement start run F*4b that corresponds to the serial range of 
sheet-replacement star run F*4a. That missing serial range suggests that BEP personnel had become 
aware of a problem and subsequently discarded the duplicate serials from F*4b before use. One additional 
oddity about F*4a is that of the 11 data points recorded from that run, all notes with sheet numbers above 
4,000 are from quadrants 1 and 2 while all notes with sheet numbers below 4,000 are from quadrants 3 
and 4.  Additional data from notes in these two runs is needed to form a conclusion about what may have 
happened. 

[1] The August 1996 monthly production report erroneously listed the serial range of F*4a as spanning 
F11360001* to F14080000*, which corresponds to a run size of 85,000 sheets rather than 12,000 sheets.  That serial 
range also overlaps into the serial range reserved for F*5, which begins at F12800001*. 

$1 1999 C*3 – C06400001* to C07040000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 13.9 sheets per 10,000-sheet 

stack is rather extreme and suggests a problem.  The 11 data points recorded from this run show no sheet 
numbers under 10,000.  More data is needed from notes in this run to determine if sheet numbers under 
10,000 really are non-existent, making the actual run size just 10,000 sheets. 

$1 1999 E*2 – E03200001* to E038400000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 10.9 sheets per 10,000-sheet 

stack is very high.  Two factors are likely contributors.  Some sheets from this run were used as 
replacements in regular runs, perhaps on the order of 7,000 to 8,000.  Then when Series 1999 ended and 
Series 2001 began, the BEP diverted for public sales an unspecified number of unused sheets from this 
run.  In addition, of 35 data points recorded from this run, sheet numbers under 10,000 are absent.  More 
data is needed from notes in this run to determine if sheet numbers under 10,000 really are non-existent, 
making the actual run size just 10,000 sheets. 

$1 2003 E*1 – E00000001* to E00320000* 
$1 2003 F*1 – F00000001* to F00320000* 

The published run sizes were 10,000 sheets each.  Unfortunately their individual excess rates 
cannot be determined because they were produced during the same month, so it is not possible to separate 
out usage from each run.  The collective 20,000 sheets from both runs yield an excess rate of 6.1 sheets 
per 10,000-sheet stack, which is fairly high.  The 73 data points recorded from E*1 and 52 data points 
recorded from F*1 do not show any obvious missing sheet numbers or plate positions, so it is not readily 
apparent why the excess rate is that high. 
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$1 2003 B*1 – B00000001* to B00320000* 
The published run size was 10,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 10.8 sheets per 10,000-sheet 

stack is very high.  However, the 49 data points recorded from this run do not show any obvious missing 
sheet numbers or plate positions, so it is not readily apparent why the excess rate is that high. 

$1 2003 D*1 – D00000001* to D00320000* 
The published run size was 10,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 6.3 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack 

is somewhat high.  The 60 data points recorded from this run show one small gap in the 3,000 to 4,000 
sheet number range, but more data is needed from notes in this run to determine if sheet numbers in that 
range really are non-existent. 

$1 2006 B*3 – B06400001* to B07040000* 
Arguably the most bollixed star run of any produced between 1991 and 2014, the published run 

size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 39.4 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack is beyond extreme.  
Several oddities contribute to this extraordinary excess rate.  The oddity that caught the most attention 
from collectors was mismatched serials on notes from plate position H2.  The left-hand serials of those 
notes (correctly) begin 0671 while the right-hand serials (incorrectly) begin 2671.  The second oddity is 
less appreciated but significantly stranger.  Observed serials on notes from every fifth plate position – E1, 
B2, G2, D3, A4 and F4 – show them to be 100,000 higher than they are supposed to be.  In the case of 

notes from position F4, the serials actually fall 
outside of the published range for the run; the 
highest serial for the run should have been 
07040000, but notes from position F4 begin 
0709xxxx. Whereas notes with the mismatched 
serials have one incorrect serial, notes from 
positions E1, B2, G2, D3, A4 and F4 have two 
incorrect serials.  The third oddity is that the 
monthly BEP report listed B*3 as a sheet-

replacement star run, yet when notes from this run surfaced, they were found both as individual notes 
from sheet replacements as well as in full straps of 100 notes, which implies that a portion of the run was 
used for note replacement.  More peculiar still is that some straps from this run were found to contain 
sheet replacement notes from this same run!  So many oddities defy explanation.  Finally, of 159 data 
points recorded from this run, sheet numbers under 10,000 are absent.  Given all of the other irregularities 
of this run, the fact that 10,000 sheets are probably non-existent isn’t surprising.  Reports of the problem 
notes to the BEP and/or discoveries of the problems at the BEP likely resulted in the BEP destroying any 
unused portion of the run, reducing the actual run size to 10,000 sheets (or fewer). 

$1 2009 A*1 – A00000001* to A00640000* 
The published run size was 20,000 

sheets, and the excess rate of 16.3 sheets per 
10,000-sheet stack is extreme and suggests a 
problem.  Of the 34 data points recorded from 
this run, sheet numbers under 10,000 are absent.  
More data is needed from notes in this run to 
determine if sheet numbers under 10,000 really 
are non-existent, making the actual run size just 
10,000 sheets. 

$1 2009 B*2 – B03200001* to B038400000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 7.4 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack 

is high.  Of the 21 data points recorded from this run, sheet numbers under 10,000 are absent.  More data 
is needed from notes in this run to determine if sheet numbers under 10,000 really are non-existent, 
making the actual run size just 10,000 sheets. 
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For denominations of $5 through $100 produced at the ECF, more data is needed from notes from 
most sheet-replacement star runs before speculation can be made as to why the excess rate of some of 
those runs is high.  Refer to Table 1 for a list of those runs that have high excess rates.  Some of those 
runs warrant further comment despite the need for more data.  

$5 1999 DG*2 – DG03200001* to DG03520000* 
Published run size: 10,000 sheets; Excess rate: 13.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: 

Very high excess rate.  The ECF produced $5 notes through July 2005, and then all $5 production was 
done at the WCF for the next eight years.  Probably only about one-third of DG*2 had been used as sheet 
replacements at the time that the ECF ceased production of $5s.  According to internal BEP 
documentation, at least 5,185 of the remaining sheets were purchased by a company called Universal 
Syndications, which resold the sheets to the public.  (See also $10 2003 DA*1 and $20 2004A GA*1.) 

$10 2003 DA*1 – DA00000001* to DA00416000* 
$20 2004A GA*1 – GA00000001* to GA00384000* 

Comments: The published run sizes of $10 2003 DA*1 and $20 2004A GA*1 were 13,000 sheets 
and 12,000 sheets, respectively.  An excess rate cannot be calculated for either, however, because neither 
run was used to replace sheets from regular runs.  The ECF produced regular runs of $10 notes through 
September 2005, and save for DA*1, all $10 production has been done at the WCF since then.  The final 
$10 sheet-replacement star run at the ECF (DK*1) appeared in the August 2005 monthly production 
report but may never have been needed as no notes from that run are known to exist.  That makes it all the 
more curious as to why DA*1 was produced three months later in November 2005.  Meanwhile, the 
appearance of $20 GA*1 in the November 2005 monthly production report is peculiar because a new $20 
sheet-replacement star run (EA*4) comprising 18,000 sheets had appeared in the prior monthly 
production report.  Not enough production of regular notes in between would have necessitated a new 
sheet-replacement star run so soon.  It turns out that both $10 DA*1 and $20 GA*1 owe their existence to 
the fulfillment of a large purchase order of uncut sheets made in fall 2005 by a company called Universal 
Syndications.  Over the course of the next twelve months, that company purchased from the BEP uncut 
sheets in every denomination from $1 to $50 and worth a total face value of $16.5 million.  The request 
from Universal was so large that it far exceeded the BEP’s inventory of public sales sheets.  As a result, in 
November 2005 the BEP began special production runs to fill this extraordinary request.  The Series 2003 
$10 DA*1 and Series 2004A $20 GA*1 runs were among those special production runs.  Although they 
were both designated as sheet-replacement star runs in the BEP monthly production reports, according to 
Mr. Kevin Brown, marketing manager at the BEP, neither run was used for replacements in regular 
production runs and were only made available through public sales.  In that twelve-month period, 
Universal purchased 12,000 16-subject sheets from the $10 DA*1 run – nearly half of the entire run – for 
resale to the public, plus a couple of hundred $10 sheets from each of Series 1995 F*1 and Series 2004A 
GB*1.  Of $20 sheets, Universal purchased 8,450 16-subject sheets from the $20 GA*1 run plus the 
equivalent of 3,229 16-subject $20 sheets from the Series 1996 AL*3 run.  Remaining sheets from the 
$10 DA*1 and $20 GA*1 runs that Universal did not purchase were sold to the public by the BEP. 

$50 1990 G*1a – G00000001* to G03200000* 
 Published run size: 32,000 sheets; Excess rate: 14.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: 
Extreme excess rate.  This run was listed in the March 1992 BEP monthly production report, the first 
report to distinguish sheet-replacement star runs from note-replacement star runs.  The report identified 
this run as comprising 32,000 sheets plus 8,000 notes, ostensibly meaning 32,000 sheets for a sheet-
replacement star run and 8,000 sheets for a note-replacement star run.  A run size of 32,000 sheets for a 
sheet-replacement star run is unusually large, and at that time in particular, sheet-replacement star run 
sizes for the two largest denominations ($50 and $100) were more commonly 4,000 and 8,000 sheets.  It 
may be that the production report reversed the two figures by mistake and that 32,000 sheets were 
designated for note replacement while 8,000 sheets were designated for sheet replacement.  In that 
scenario, the excess rate using a run size of 8,000 sheets calculates to 1.9 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack, a 
figure that is more in line with typical excess rates. 
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$50 2001 CB*1 – CB00000001* to CB00320000* 
 Published run size: 10,000 sheets; Excess rate: 11.4 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: 
Very high excess rate.  The ECF produced $50 notes through February 2004, and all $50 production has 
been done at the WCF since then.  Probably less than one-third of CB*1 had been used as sheet 
replacements at the time that the ECF ceased production of $50s, and the BEP likely discarded the 
remaining unused portion of this sheet-replacement star run. 

Through 2013, the ECF produced six sheet-replacement star runs of the redesigned colorized 
$100 note, three for Series 2009 and three for Series 2009A, and the excess rate of all six is extreme.  I 
suspect that unlike the high excess rates for many of the $1 sheet-replacement star runs being attributable 
to discarded portions of the runs, the high excess rates of the colorized $100 sheet-replacement star runs 
are probably attributable mostly to the high spoilage rate of regular note production.  Data recorded from 
notes from these runs will reveal if that guess is correct. 

WCF SHEET-REPLACEMENT STAR RUN DISCREPANCIES 
$1 1993 K*2 – K03200001* to K06400000* 

This run is notable not because there is a discrepancy between its published run size and its actual 
run size based on data from observed notes, but rather because there is no discrepancy – its extremely 
large published run size appears to be accurate.  The published run size was 100,000 sheets, and the 
excess rate of 2.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack is neither high nor low.  Up until December 1990, BEP 
monthly production reports identified the total number of notes produced for a star run, but the reports did 
not explicitly identify star runs as either sheet-replacement or note-replacement.  Beginning in January 
1991, the figure used in the reports was changed from the total number of notes produced to the number 
of sheets used in the run.  Then beginning in March 1992, the production reports were further refined to 
distinguish the portion of a run that was designated for note replacement from the quantity of star sheets 
that were produced for sheet replacement.  During the fourteen months in between, though, the reports 
listing the number of sheets in the run created ambiguity as to whether the star run was for sheet 
replacement, for note replacement, or both.  In cases involving star runs comprising 100,000 sheets, the 
estimated excess rate is extremely high in nearly every instance.  Further, the appearance of a new sheet-
replacement star run well before the 100,000-sheet star run would have been exhausted leads to the 
conclusion that most of those runs had to have been used either exclusively or primarily for note 
replacement.  The one exception is Series 1993 $1 K*2.  Not only is its excess rate “just right,” another 
three-and-a-half years of continuous regular note production went by before the next sheet-replacement 
star run appeared in the monthly production reports.  Had K*2 not been produced for sheet replacement, 
several sheet-replacement star runs would have been needed during that time.  Further, the quantity of 
regular notes produced in that time would have supported a sheet-replacement star run of 100,000 notes.  
Supporting this observation also is that data recorded from notes in this run show many pairs of 
consecutive notes.  This is significant because sheet-replacement stars are frequently found in pairs due to 
the regular replacement of pairs of reader sheets.  No sets of three or more consecutive notes appear in the 
data, which is not to say that that couldn’t happen.  But multiple consecutive star notes are more typically 
seen in note-replacement star runs since those stars are disbursed in 100-note straps. 

$1 1995 K*2 – K03200001* to K03360000* 
The published run size was unusually small at 5,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 0.3 sheets per 

10,000-sheet stack is unrealistically low.  Of 14 
data points recorded from this run so far, all 
serials fall within the published range, and no 
obvious gaps in the sheet numbers are present, 
so that small amount of data doesn’t indicate 
any discrepancies with the published run size.  
The extremely low excess rate instead could be 
attributable more to the coarseness of the 
monthly production reports.  For example, if 
this run was produced at the end of the month 
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rather than at the beginning, the 38 regular runs that were produced in that same month would have been 
associated with the previous sheet-replacement star run, and the calculated excess rate for K*2 would 
become a more realistic value of 1.6 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. 

$1 2009 B*1 – B00000001* to B01280000* 
The published run size was 40,000 sheets, which is out of the ordinary; except for 1993 K*2 and 

1995 K*2, the WCF always used 20,000 sheets for its $1 sheet-replacement star runs.  Additionally, the 
excess rate of 8.2 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack is high and suggests a problem.  Of the 35 data points 
recorded from this run, sheet numbers under 20,000 are absent.  More data is needed from notes in this 
run to determine if sheet numbers under 20,000 really are non-existent, making the actual run size the 
usual 20,000 sheets. 

$1 2009 K*1 – K00000001* to K00640000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 23.5 sheets per 10,000-sheet 

stack is beyond extreme – the highest, in fact, for any $1 sheet-replacement star run produced at the WCF.  
Not enough data has been recorded from this run to ascertain whether any sheet numbers are missing, but 
barring any out-of-the-ordinary action by the BEP, the data will almost certainly show gaps eventually.  
That’s because this was the final sheet-replacement run for 32-subject $1 note production, and probably 
only 3,000 to 3,500 sheets from the run had been used by the time all $1 note production switched over to 
50-subject sheets.  If the BEP does not issue the unused sheets from this run as full straps, this run could 
turn out to be the scarcest of any sheet-replacement star run produced at the WCF. 

$1 2009 L*1 – L00000001* to L00640000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, 

and the excess rate of 7.8 sheets per 10,000-sheet 
stack is high and suggests a problem.  The 21 data 
points recorded from this run do not show any 
obvious missing sheet numbers.  However, 
missing from the data are any notes from plate 
positions in the left half of the run.  More data is 
needed to determine if notes from quadrants 1 and 
2 really are non-existent, making the actual run 
size just 10,000 sheets. 

$2 2003 I*2 – I03200001* to I0384000* 
The published run size was 20,000 sheets, and the excess rate of 36.4 sheets per 10,000-sheet 

stack is beyond extreme.  The most probable reason is that the BEP simply does not produce enough $2 
notes to need that large of a sheet-replacement star run.  Only 19 regular runs plus 1 standard-sized note-
replacement star run of Series 2003 $2 notes were produced.  And even when production of Series 2003A 
$2 notes began three years later, there should have been ample quantities of sheets from I*2 remaining to 
be used as replacements for the entire production of Series 2003A and beyond.  But a small sheet-
replacement star run of Series 2003A $2 notes appeared in the production reports midway through that 
series, suggesting the remainder of I*2 had been destroyed before being exhausted.  More data is needed 
from notes in this run to determine the actual run size. 

$2 2003A F*1 – F00000001* to F00320000* 
The published run size was 10,000 

sheets, and the excess rate of 15.1 sheets per 
10,000-sheet stack is extreme and suggests a 
problem.  One of the major contributing factors 
in this case is the same as that of Series 1995 
and Series 2003 $2s, namely a sheet-
replacement star run of that size is too large for 
the limited number of regular runs of $2 notes 
that the BEP produces.  Of 70 data points 
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recorded from notes in this run, gaps appear in several sheet ranges of the run (sheet numbers under 
2,000, between 4,000 and 5,000, and between 6,000 and 8,000 are absent), indicating that the actual run 
size is likely fewer than 5,000 sheets and probably is closer to about 3,000 sheets.  A run size of 3,000 
sheets would result in a more typical excess rate of 3.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. 

$2 2009 B*1 – 00000001* to 00128000* 
The published run size was 4,000 sheets, but since the run was still being used in 2014, it is not 

possible to calculate its excess rate yet.  However, portions of the run may eventually prove to be non-
existent; of 61 data points recorded from notes in this run, sheet numbers between 1,000 and 2,000 are 
absent.  More data is needed from notes in this run to determine the actual run size. 

For denominations of $5 through $100 produced at the WCF, more data is needed from notes 
from most sheet-replacement star runs before speculation can be made as to why the excess rate of some 
of those runs is high.  Refer to Table 1 for a list of those runs that have high excess rates.  Some of those 
runs warrant further comment despite the need for more data. 

$20 1996 AG*3 – AG06400001* to AG09600000* 
Published run size: 100,000 sheets; Excess rate: 16.7 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: Extreme 
excess rate.  The published run size is extreme for a sheet-replacement star run, but this could be a case 
similar to AL*1a where the run size was in fact 100,000 sheets but that only a portion, say 20,000 sheets, 
was designated for sheet replacement while the remainder was designated for note replacement. 

$20 1999 BG*3 – BG06400001* to BG07040000* 
 Published run size: 20,000 sheets; Excess rate: 0.9 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: 
Very low excess rate.  Unlike most of the other star runs whose excess rate is high, BG*3 is one of a few 
runs whose excess rate is notably low.  Some $1 sheet-replacement star runs produced at the WCF have 
very low excess rates, but because the overall excess rate of sheet-replacement star runs at the WCF is 
generally lower than at the ECF to begin with, most of the cases of low excess rates at the WCF are not 
outliers comparatively speaking.  The very low excess rate for $20 BG*3 is suspect, however, because 
significant production of regular notes continued after BG*3 should have been exhausted.  In order to 
figure out what happened with BG*3, it is necessary to look at the larger picture of $20 note production at 
the WCF. 

There were two significant gaps in $20 note production at the WCF in 2001 and 2002.  The first 
period in which no $20 notes were produced there was from March 2001 through September 2001.  Then 
in October 2001, BG*3 appeared by itself as a sheet-replacement star run, the first since AL*3.  The 
excess rate for AL*3 indicates that star run would have been close to being exhausted when BG*3 
appeared.  Coupled with the knowledge that a good amount of AL*3 was later made available for public 
sales (see $10 2003 DA*1 and $20 2004A GA*1), the appearance of BG*3 suggests that the BEP was 
preparing for a new production round and that BG*3 would be used right away.  Indeed, AL*3 would not 
have had sufficient quantities remaining for the two months of production that followed the appearance of 
BG*3.  A second, even longer production gap lasted from November 2001 through August 2002, after 
which production of Series 2001 began.  Presuming that BG*3 had been in use since October 2001, that 
run would have been exhausted by approximately March 2003.  Production of $20 notes continued, 
though, and 76 more regular runs of 200,000 sheets plus one note-replacement star run of 100,000 sheets 
were produced from April 2003 through June 2003.  For that level of production, there had to be another 
sheet-replacement star run, but none ever appeared in the production reports. 

The note-replacement star run that appeared in the April 2003 production report was Series 2001 
CG*1 and was published as a standard-sized (100,000-sheet) run.  Given that CG*1 appeared right about 
the time when a new sheet-replacement star run would have been expected, perhaps CG*1 was actually 
the missing sheet-replacement star run even though its reported run size was entirely too large for that run 
type.  Searching for notes from CG*1 to see what the data from that run might reveal proved to be 
surprisingly difficult.  Of the just seven notes from that run that I was able to locate, all seven examples 
have sheet numbers limited to the 60,000 to 80,000 range.  The fact that it was not easy to find notes from 
a run purported to comprise 100,000 sheets combined with the observation that the sheet numbers of the 
seven notes found so far are restricted to a 20,000-sheet range raises the possibility that CG*1 may have 
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actually been a sheet-replacement star run comprising 20,000 sheets rather than a note-replacement star 
run comprising 100,000 sheets.  Much more data from this run is needed to determine which is correct, 
and reports of notes from CG*1 would be greatly appreciated. 

$50 2004 EG*3 – EG06400001* to EG07040000* 
 Published run size: 20,000 sheets; Excess rate: 7.1 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack. Comments: 
High excess rate.  A portion of this run was made available for public sales.  Of the 15 data points 
recorded from this run, sheet numbers under 10,000 are absent, and the right half of the run (quadrants 3 
and 4) appears to have been serialed using half-sheets from the left half of the run (quadrants 1 and 2) by 
mistake. 

The WCF first started producing $100 notes in 2007.  Most of the $100 production there has been 
for the redesigned colorized $100 note, and the excess rate of nearly every sheet-replacement star run 
printed through 2014 is high to extreme.  Like the colorized $100 notes produced at the ECF, I’m 
guessing these high rates are attributable largely to the high spoilage rate of regular note production rather 
than to portions of the sheet-replacement star runs being discarded. 

NOTE-REPLACEMENT STAR RUN DISCREPANCIES 
The concept of the excess rate does not apply to note-replacement star runs because unlike sheet-

replacement star runs, there is no routine replacement of straps using note-replacement star straps.  
Assessment of the relative scarcity of a note-replacement star run can still be made, though, by taking into 
account the published run size and examining data from observed notes in the run.  A much larger dataset 
will generally be needed for most note-replacement star runs due to their typically larger published run 
size.  As with sheet-replacement star runs, the dataset must be randomly mixed and well distributed 
throughout its reported population.  Under those conditions, if the dataset contains noticeable gaps of 
missing sheets or if there is an absence of notes from one or more quadrants, that may be an indication 
that portions of the note-replacement star run were discarded before use, effectively reducing the run size.  
Table 3 lists several note-replacement star runs in which portions of the run may not exist based on the 
examination of serial data from those runs.  Scans of notes from those runs would be welcome to help 
confirm the existence of those presently missing portions. 

A FINAL COMMENT: THE INTRODUCTION OF LEPE IN 2012 
In preparation for the transition from 32-subject sheets to 50-subject sheets, the BEP in fall 2012 

implemented a new system for overprinting serial numbers on currency sheets, starting with the $1 
denomination.  Different quality inspection capabilities with the Large Examining and Printing 
Equipment, or LEPE, system have rendered unnecessary the routine replacement of reader sheets.  Hence, 
the formula for calculating the excess rate of a sheet-replacement star run serialed using COPE is not 

applicable to runs serialed using LEPE since the concept of the 
excess rate does not exist for sheet-replacement star runs printed 
using LEPE.  For collectors, an interesting byproduct of the new 
system is that for the first time in some 20+ years, $1 notes with 
serials ending in 0000 and 9999 are turning up regularly in 
circulation. 

The first sheet-replacement star run produced with 
LEPE, Series 2009 $1 H*1, comprised 10,000 sheets and was 
produced in October 2012.  (One other 32-subject sheet-
replacement star run (Series 2009 $1 B*5) and two 32-subject 
note-replacement star runs (Series 2009 $1 J*1 and J*2) were 
produced with LEPE before $1 note production switched 
entirely to 50-subject sheets in November 2014.)  According to 

internal BEP records, H*1 was finally exhausted in early June 
2014 after having been used to replace sheets in 275 runs of regular blocks (200,000 sheets per run) and 2 
partial runs of note-replacement stars (20,000 sheets each).  Assuming that H*1 was used in its entirety, 
its 10,000 sheets would have been used as replacements in 5,504 10,000-sheet stacks, for an average sheet 
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replacement rate of about 1.8 sheets per 10,000-sheet stack.  That rate is comparable to the excess rates 
with COPE.  Although just a single data point, if H*1 were representative of all sheet-replacement star 
runs using LEPE, it would mean that half as many sheet-replacement star runs would be needed with 
LEPE than with COPE since half of the star run is not used for the routine replacement of reader sheets.  
This suggests that in the future, sheet-replacement star runs could be produced half as often as they are 
with COPE or else in smaller run sizes. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1 – Estimated excess rates for sheet-replacement star runs, 1991 to 2014 
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Table 2a – Star runs that were never listed in monthly production reports and also have not been found in 
circulation 
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Table 2b – Star runs that were never listed in monthly production reports but have been found in circulation 
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Table 2c – Star runs that were listed in monthly production reports but have not been found in circulation 
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Table 3 – Note-replacement star runs in which portions of the run may not exist 
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